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Dr. James Hiramoto

Lodi Unified School District

CASP Assessment Specialist

But first a history lesson…
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Who wrote this?

“We have see more than once that the 
public welfare may call upon the best 
citizens for their lives.  It would be strange if 
it could not call upon those who already sap 
the strength of the State for these lesser 
sacrifices, often not felt to be such by those 
concerned, in order to prevent our being 
swamped with incompetence. 

It is better for all the world, if instead of 
waiting to execute degenerate offspring for 
crime, or to let them starve for their 
imbecility, society can prevent those who are 
manifestly unfit from continuing their kind.  
The principle that sustains compulsory 
vaccinations is broad enough to cover 
cutting the Fallopian tubes.  Three 
generations of imbeciles are enough.”
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Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, 

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

Holmes wrote the 1927 majority opinion (8 to 1) 

upholding Buck v. Bell and the Virginia, Eugenical 

Sterilization Act of 1924.  This case upheld the 

Superintendent of the Virginia State Colony for 

Epileptics and Feeble Minded decision to have 

Carrie Buck sterilized.

Couldn’t happen in California...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CAK0Z9sxpA
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Couldn’t happen in California 
now though…right?
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Couldn’t happen in California 
now though…right?

Well at least…
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In the beginning
A brief walk in the history of intelligence 
testing…brief I promise.

7 Broad CHC ability domains.
Seven CHC ability domains were generally 

accepted as the hallmark feature of CHC theory.  

Depending on the test maker there are, typically 

five to seven of these domains represented in 

contemporary intelligence batteries.
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WISC-V Factor Structure

Competing Theory

Neuropsychological PASS Theory

CAS 2
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Ex Fun = Executive Function

Gwm ≈ Working Memory

Gc ≈ Verbal Content

Gf ≈ Nonverbal Content

Gq ≈ Working with Numbers

Ga ≈ Auditory Task

Gv ≈ Visual-Spatial Task

Gs ≈ Task involving speed

Why is this important
 A little statistics now…

 A little more statistics later…

 I promise…it will make more sense later…
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Larry P.
• It is not a law. He’s a person (Darryl Lester)

 Injunction 9th Circuit Court decision, limits IQ testing and 
those tests at the time that purported to be substitutes for  
IQ test (language tests) for African Americans/black for 
EMR and EMR placement only

 1986 Larry P. Settlement Case expanded IQ test ban to all 
eligibility categories

 Crawford V. Honig 9th Cir. Court decision, 1992 found that 
the expansion of the test ban to all special education 
categories was not appropriate as there was no proof to 
substantiate it

 1992 legal advisory regarding Crawford

 1997 memorandum aka Sandoval memo

Historical facts not in evidence. Back in the 70’s 

SFUSD did not have enough school psychologist or 

psychometricians to do special education evaluations so 

they trained college graduates over one weekend how to 

administer the WISC-R. They then had them test 

students and send their protocols to the school secretary 

who would score the test and then the principal would 

determine if the student was going to an EMR class or 

not. SFUSD wanted Larry P to be about the test not 

about their poor assessment practices. These tests are 

not infallible and in some instances can be problematic 

but nothing is perfect and taken as a part of a whole 

process we limit these issues as much as humanly 

possible (PACE case).
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Where things stand now with 
SBE and CDE…

Many factors are keeping this in place.

At least we believe CDE educational consultants should 

no longer be citing LEAs for using the NEPSY-2,D-

KEFS, WRAML 3, TOMOL 2, etc. Please let me know 

if they are. Also, I will explain why they were when we 

get to SLD.

https://casponline.org/about-
casp/publications/
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Where CASP stands
CASP will support the CDE and the SBE in taking any steps 
necessary to:

 Support any and all efforts to address the real problems of 
significant disproportional representation of African 
Americans in special education, under achievement in 
general education, the imbalance of school discipline and 
school dropout.

 Resolve the original test ban issue for EMR (and its 
equivalent).

 Discontinue the expansion of the ban to all special education 
categories as the CDE and SBE have been out of compliance 
since Crawford v. Honig on this issue.

 Connect and collaborate with African American community 
based agencies and parent organizations that seek to support 
positive outcomes of academic progress and excellence in 
achievement for African American youth.

 Strongly encourage the Commission on Teacher 
Credentialing to mandate continuing education for school 
psychologists on disproportionality issues. This would mean 
that credentialed school psychologists would periodically be 
updated on best practices to address the needs of African 
American students. This would be all the more imperative 
when a local education agency is found to have significant 
disproportionality. Which tests kits to give should not be the 
only focus on continuing education regarding success for 
African American students.
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Again, these actions will not absolve LEAs’ or Special 
Education Local Planning Agencies’ (SELPAs’) 
responsibilities regarding significant disproportionality of 
African American students in special education. However, 
LEAs and SELPAs that are making the aforementioned steps 
to address issues in a proactive manner should be supported, 
and not penalized, in their efforts to address disproportional 
placements of African American students in special 
education, suspensions, and/or limited enrollment in 
advanced courses. At the very least these LEAs and SELPAs 
should be afforded a waiver to the current test ban practice to 
substantiate that it is not the tests but the professional 
practice that reduces significant disproportionate 
representation. 

CASP has shared and will continue to share these best 
practices at its annual conventions and institutes. CDE and 
SBE should look to these groups to develop the continuing in-
service trainings statewide that have yet to take place but were 
recommended in both the 1989 Larry P Task Force Report and 
2010 Larry P Work Group.
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That history gives context to the 

fear and reason behind the 

original Larry P. case. More more 

information on the history and 

context please read the CASP 

position paper. 

http://casponline.org/about-

casp/publications/

OAH Cases
And the inconsistencies continue
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Regarding African American assessment and 

OAH's conflicting acceptance and denial of the use 

of the DAS. It all seems to rest on how the DAS is 

described/defined in the report or by the school 

psychologist in court. If they call it a cognitive 

ability test that measures several areas of 

cognitive processing and that the purpose of its 

use is to identify processing area strengths and 

weaknesses they would be fine. The DAS is not a 

named test on the Larry P, injunction list, nor is the 

district using it to obtain a single overall score of 
cognitive ability.

Just like the CAS purports to in the Sacramento 

OAH 2015110163 and in the other OAH cases 

where the DAS was not found to be a problem.

It seems the problem with the DAS is that a 

district gets into trouble when their 

school psychologist does not explain it well (makes 

it sound like an intelligence test) either in their 

reports or when they are being directly questioned 
and not a processing test.
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Do these test still show racial 
difference…
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First it has to do with test design/construct.

CAS-2 and KABC-2 limit language or achievement based 
scores in their overall estimates.

Second has it has to do with something called 
muliticolliniarity. For example, for primary students, 
shoe size (the bigger your foot) predicts reading fluency 
and reading comprehension very well. 
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Wait a minute…

If the difference is shrinking shouldn’t 

disproportionality be decreasing?
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Predictive Validity Weakening?
When I was in grad school in the early 90’s, 

we read papers citing studies where 
intelligence tests were correlated with 
achievement at about r = .70. Squaring r we 
found that about 49% of the variance in 
achievement tests is accounted for by one’s 
performance on an intelligence test. 

APA’s 1996 report stated that g correlated 
with school grades where r = .50, and 
with income r = .41.
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Correlation of .7 dropping to .5
What’s the big deal
Well it means instead of your overall score predicting 
nearly 50% of the reason why your student is doing 
poorly academically…your test only tells you 25% of the 
reason why your student is doing poorly. 

Said a different way, “your eligibility, based on the 
discrepancy model, does not account for 75% of the 
reason why your student is failing.”

Why is this happening…
 It has something to do with achievement tests

 I’ll touch on this now

 It has something to do with the intelligence tests

 I’ll touch on this later
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Why is this important?
 You need to know it for SLD

 If you use the discrepancy model

 If you use PSW

 If you use RTI…

What Does the Law Say?

https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Documen
t/I373AB03442904938AF3AC9CC81652730?v
iewType=FullText&originationContext=doc
umenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageIte
m&contextData=(sc.Default)
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3030(b)(10)
(10) Specific learning disability means a disorder in one 

or more of the basic psychological processes involved in 

understanding or in using language, spoken or written, 

that may have manifested itself in the imperfect ability to 

listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or do mathematical 

calculations, including conditions such as perceptual 

disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, 

dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. The basic 

psychological processes include attention, visual 

processing, auditory processing, phonological 

processing, sensory-motor skills, cognitive abilities 

including association, conceptualization and expression.

3030(b)(10)(A)
(A) Specific learning disabilities do not include learning 

problems that are primarily the result of visual, 

hearing, or motor disabilities, of intellectual disability, of 

emotional disturbance, or of environmental, cultural, or 

economic disadvantage.
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3030(b)(10)(B)
(B) In determining whether a pupil has a specific learning 

disability, the public agency may consider whether a pupil 

has a severe discrepancy between intellectual ability 

and achievement in oral expression, listening 

comprehension, written expression, basic reading skill, 

reading comprehension, mathematical calculation, or 

mathematical reasoning.

*NOTICE READING FLUENCY IS MISSING

3030(b)(10)(B)
The decision as to whether or not a severe 

discrepancy exists shall take into account all relevant 

material which is available on the pupil. No single 

score or product of scores, test or procedure shall be 

used as the sole criterion for the decisions of the IEP 

team as to the pupil's eligibility for special education. In 

determining the existence of a severe discrepancy, the 

IEP team shall use the following procedures:

*This has been misinterpreted to mean you need two 

ore more intelligence test. You do not.
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3030(b)(10)(B)(1)
1. When standardized tests are considered to be valid 

for a specific pupil, a severe discrepancy is 

demonstrated by: first, converting into common 

standard scores, using a mean of 100 and standard 

deviation of 15, the achievement test score and the 

intellectual ability test score to be compared; second, 

computing the difference between these common 

standard scores; and third, comparing this computed 

difference to the standard criterion which is the product 

of 1.5 multiplied by the standard deviation of the 

distribution of computed differences of students taking 

these achievement and ability tests.

3030(b)(10)(B)(1)
A computed difference which equals or exceeds this 

standard criterion, adjusted by one standard error of 

measurement, the adjustment not to exceed 4 common 

standard score points, indicates a severe discrepancy 

when such discrepancy is corroborated by other 

assessment data which may include other tests, scales, 

instruments, observations and work samples, as 

appropriate.

*So if your district is saying you have to use 1.5 SD ( 

21.5 point) difference they are wrong.
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3030(b)(10)(B)(2)
2. When standardized tests are considered to be 

invalid for a specific pupil, the discrepancy shall be 

measured by alternative means as specified on the 

assessment plan.

*This is why there is an alternative measures box on 

all of your assessment plans

3030(b)(10)(B)(3)
3. If the standardized tests do not reveal a severe 

discrepancy as defined in subdivisions 1. or 2. above, 

the IEP team may find that a severe discrepancy does 

exist, provided that the team documents in a written 

report that the severe discrepancy between ability and 

achievement exists as a result of a disorder in one or 

more of the basic psychological processes. The report 

shall include a statement of the area, the degree, and 

the basis and method used in determining the 

discrepancy. The report shall contain information 

considered by the team which shall include, but not be 

limited to:
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3030(b)(10)(B)(3)
(i) Data obtained from standardized assessment 

instruments;

(ii) Information provided by the parent;

(iii) Information provided by the pupil's present teacher;

(iv) Evidence of the pupil's performance in the regular 

and/or special education classroom obtained from 

observations, work samples, and group test scores;

(v) Consideration of the pupil's age, particularly for 

young children; and

(vi) Any additional relevant information.

3030(b)(10)(B)(4)
4. A severe discrepancy shall not be primarily the 

result of limited school experience or poor school 

attendance.

*Some people have taken this to mean you do not 

need to assess if a student has missed to much 

school, aka chronically absent. Not true, you still have 

a child find responsibility to assess.
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3030(b)(10)(C)
 (C) Whether or not a pupil exhibits a severe 

discrepancy as described in subdivision (b)(10)(B) 

above, a pupil may be determined to have a specific 

learning disability if:

3030(b)(10)(C)(1)
1. The pupil does not achieve adequately for the 

pupil's age or to meet State-approved grade-level 

standards in one or more of the following areas, when 

provided with learning experiences and instruction 

appropriate for the pupil's age or State-approved 

grade-level standards:
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3030(b)(10)(C)(1)(i)...
(i) Oral expression.

(ii) Listening comprehension.

(iii) Written expression.

(iv) Basic reading skill.

(v) Reading fluency skills.

(vi) Reading comprehension.

(vii) Mathematics calculation.

(viii) Mathematics problem solving, and

*Why is it here and not above? 

3030(b)(10)(C)(2)(i)
2.(i) The pupil does not make sufficient progress to 

meet age or State-approved grade-level standards in 

one or more of the areas identified in subdivision 

(b)(10)(C)(1) of this section when using a process 

based on the pupil's response to scientific, research-

based intervention; or

*RTI
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3030(b)(10)(C)(2)(ii)
(ii) The pupil exhibits a pattern of strengths and 

weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both, 

relative to age, State-approved grade-level standards, 

or intellectual development, that is determined by the 

group to be relevant to the identification of a specific 

learning disability, using appropriate assessments, 

consistent with 34 C.F.R. sections 300.304 and 

300.305; and

3030(b)(10)(C)(3)(i)…
 3. The findings under subdivisions (b)(10)(C)(1) and 

(2) of this section are not primarily the result of:

 (i) A visual, hearing, or motor disability;

 (ii) Intellectual disability;

 (iii) Emotional disturbance;

 (iv) Cultural factors;

 (v) Environmental or economic disadvantage; or

 (vi) Limited English proficiency.
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3030(b)(10)(C)(4)
4. To ensure that underachievement in a pupil 

suspected of having a specific learning disability is not 

due to lack of appropriate instruction in reading or 

math, the group making the decision must consider:

3030(b)(10)(C)(4)(i)…
(i) Data that demonstrate that prior to, or as a part of, 

the referral process, the pupil was provided 

appropriate instruction in regular education settings, 

delivered by qualified personnel; and

(ii) Data-based documentation of repeated 

assessments of achievement at reasonable intervals, 

reflecting formal assessment of student progress 

during instruction, which was provided to the pupil's 

parents.
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3030(b)(10)(C)(5)
5. In determining whether a pupil has a specific 

learning disability, the public agency must ensure that 

the pupil is observed in the pupil's learning 

environment in accordance with 34 C.F.R. section 

300.310. In the case of a child of less than school age 

or out of school, a qualified professional must observe 

the child in an environment appropriate for a child of 

that age. The eligibility determination must be 

documented in accordance with 34 C.F.R. section 

300.311.

It’s RIOT not TRIO

 Record Review

 Interviews

 Observations

 Testing (Standardized and Non-Standardized)
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It’s Basic…
The basic psychological processes are:

 attention 

 visual processing

 auditory processing

 phonological processing 

 sensory-motor skills

 Cognitive association 

 Cognitive conceptualization

 Cognitive expression.

But we use X-BASS; the CAS-2…
These tools have specific processing areas…what are you 
saying? 
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Are there definitions for these 
processing areas?
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Attention
Attention is the process of being able to focus on a specific, 
given stimuli (object, task, instruction), sustaining that 
attention and redirecting attention (shifting focus) when it is 
required by the learning or function of the situation. The vast 
majority of individuals can attend when what they are 
attending to, is of high interest or emotionally engaging. 

Processing Speed is another way of measuring a person’s 
ability to sustain their attention (as tasks are often repetitive 
and not particularly interesting or emotionally engaging, as 
they often consist of abstract shapes). 

Ventura PSW says in COMPARES…
“Attention is the mental/psychological process of 
maintaining alertness to incoming sensory stimuli in 
order to process it. Attention requires the sustained 
focus of cognitive resources on information while 
filtering or ignoring extraneous information. Attention 
is a basic or “gatekeeping” function that is a foundation 
to all other neurological/cognitive functions. Attention 
is a process that matures late after gradual development 
(Dehn, 2014). See “Executive Functions” in the 
COMPARES Glossary.” page 94
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Ventura PSW says in COMPARES…
“Some researchers divide attention into component parts, which may be 
measured separately:

 Focused Attention: The ability to respond discretely to specific visual, 
auditory or tactile stimuli.

 Sustained Attention (vigilance): The ability to maintain a consistent 
behavioral response during continuous and repetitive activity.

 Selective Attention: The ability to maintain a behavioral or cognitive set 
in the face of distracting or competing stimuli. Therefore it 
incorporates the notion of "freedom from distractibility."

 Alternating/Shifting Attention: The ability of mental flexibility that 
allows individuals to shift their focus of attention and move between 
tasks having different cognitive requirements.

 Divided Attention: This is the highest level of attention and it refers to 
the ability to respond simultaneously to multiple tasks or multiple task 
demands.” page 88 (really page 94)

Larry P. Task Force 1989 says…
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Visual Processing
Visual Processing is the broad ability to perceive, 
process, and use visual spatial information. It includes 
being able to: Identify the key components of visual 
information; analyze similarities, differences, patterns 
(sequential) and categories, as well as storage and 
retrieval of visual information. A Narrow ability that falls 
under this ability is Visualization - the ability to perceive 
complex patterns and manipulate how they might look 
transformed, e.g., rotated, when the view is partially 
obscured, shrunk or enlarged, as well as recall or 
recognize the information. 

Ventura PSW says in COMPARES…
“Visual Processing is the mental/psychological construct 
defined by cognitive mechanisms that are involved in the 
retention, processing, and organization of visual information 
so as to demonstrate accurate perception, as distinct from 
visual acuity. This type of cognitive processing ability involves 
the ability to generate, perceive, analyze, synthesize, 
manipulate, and transform visual patterns and stimuli. 
Measures of the visual process may include factors such as 
spatial awareness, visual-perceptual skills, perceptual 
organization, visual mental manipulation, and perceptual 
discrimination. Visual-Spatial Processing matures early, after 
gradual development (Dehn, 2014). See “Visual-Spatial 
Processing,” “Orthographic Processing,” “Visual Memory,” 
“Visual Processing Speed,” and “Processing Speed” in the 
COMPARES Glossary.” page 86 (really page 92)
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Larry P. Task Force 1989 says…

Auditory Processing
Auditory Processing (excluding phonological processing as 
it now has its own processing area) includes Auditory 
Memory Span-the ability to maintain information in primary 
memory and immediately reproduce it in the same sequence 
in which it was presented and Working Memory Capacity -
the ability to focus one’s attention to perform relatively 
simple combinations, manipulations, transformation of 
information while avoiding distractions while simultaneously 
engaging in strategic, controlled searches for information in 
long term memory, such as when following verbal directions 
or attempting to understand verbal explanations. 
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Ventura PSW says in COMPARES…

“Auditory processing refers to the ability to perceive, analyze, 
and synthesize a variety of auditory stimuli. Measures of 
auditory processing tap into phonemic awareness (rhyming, 
segmentation, sound-symbol association), auditory 
perception, sound discrimination, auditory mental 
manipulation, as well as auditory memory. Auditory 
processing matures early, after gradual development (Dehn, 
2014). See “Phonological Processing,” “Auditory Memory,” 
“Auditory Processing Speed,” and “Processing Speed” in the 
COMPARES Glossary.” page 86 (really page 92)

Larry P. Task Force 1989 says…
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Phonological Processing
Phonological Processing includes Phonological 
Awareness – the ability to access the sound structure of 
language at the phoneme level (phonological units that 
are used in various words) and Phonological Memory –
the ability to code information phonologically in short 
term auditory memory. Phonological processing is 
fundamental to basic reading skills, the ability to decode 
and sound out words are directly related to this 
processing area, especially for unfamiliar words. 
Significant weakness in phonological processing, who 
have demonstrated weakness in basic reading are 
consistent with individuals with a phonologically based 
reading disorder, Dyslexia. –

Larry P. Task Force 1989 says…
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Ventura PSW says in COMPARES…
“Phonological Processing includes phonemic awareness, 
sound discrimination, phonetic coding, and phonological 
memory. Phonological Processing is listed as a “basic 
psychological process” by California Education Code 
(California Department of Education: Section 3030(b)(10), 
Title 5, CCR). This type of processing involves the ability to 
hear, manipulate and, in the case of phonological memory, 
remember phonemes. Phonological Processing matures 
early after gradual development and is associated with the 
Temporal and Parietal lobes of the brain (Dehn, 2014a). 
See “Auditory Processing” and “Phonological Memory” in 
the COMPARES glossary.” page 88 (really page 94)

Sensory Motor Skills

Sensory-Motor Skills involve the transformation of 
information to motor production. Specifically Sensory 
Motor Processing’s emphasis is on perceptual to motor, 
e.g. visual motor integration one’s ability to coordinate 
fine motor skills such as drawing or in written work. 
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Ventura PSW says in COMPARES…
“Sensory-Motor or Psycho-Motor Integration is the 
mental/psychological process that involves engaging 
perceptual and cognitive skills to organize physical output. 
As a basic psychological process involved in learning, 
sensory-motor skills chiefly involve fine-motor and 
graphomotor output. The sensory-motor process may 
include measures of visual-motor integration, motor speed, 
and overall fine-/gross-motor skills. Fine motor processing 
matures early after gradual development (Dehn, 2014). See 
“Fine Motor Skills,” “Visual Motor Skills,” “Graphomotor 
Skills,” “Sensorimotor Memory,” “Sensorimotor Speed,” “Oral 
Motor Speed,” “Psychomotor Abilities,” and “Processing 
Speed” in the COMPARES Glossary.” page 87 (really page 93)

Larry P. Task Force 1989 says…
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Cognitive Association
Cognitive Association is the process of acquiring information 
in memory, and the system for relating that information to 
previously learned information to develop patterns or logical 
groups and also called long term retrieval. This is a 
foundational process that is required for more complex 
operations that take place in conceptualization. Included in 
Cognitive Association is the element of efficiency, i.e. how 
fluidly one can retrieve information from long term memory. 
However, untimed measures are as important as well. – Part 1

Long Term Retrieval involves retrieval of information that is tied 
to visual/spatial information and/or language. When retrieval of is 
tied to both types of information, retrieval for Non-symbolic 
information such as the label red for the color red, and the other 
for Symbolic information (also known as orthographic e.g. the 
letters that represent the word “red”). While Speed of Lexical 
Access or Cognitive Efficiency measure both, we are interested 
with Orthographic processing speed because when this is 
significantly slower it is often associated with poor reading fluency 
(that is not due to poor phonological processing) and consistent 
with the orthographic sub-type of Dyslexia. If it is for symbolic 
information we are more concerned for Oral Language delays –
Part 2
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Ventura PSW says in COMPARES…

“Association is the mental/psychological process of 
remembering basic units of information and 
establishing systems for relating those units to each 
other. See definitions of “Memory,” “Long-Term 
Retrieval,” “Working Memory,” “Rapid Naming Skills,” 
“Orthographic Processing, “Auditory Memory,” “Visual 
Memory,” and “Sensorimotor Memory” in the 
COMPARES Glossary.” page 87 (really page 93)

Larry P. Task Force 1989 says…
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Cognitive Conceptualization
Cognitive Conceptualization is the process of using information in an 
increasingly more complex and fluid manner. This is often called, abstract 
thinking, fluid reasoning, or simply reasoning, the ability to solve novel 
problems; that is, problems that cannot be solved solely by relying on 
previous situations or solutions. This processing area allows a person to 
make generalization or inferences. Being able to see the forest for the 
trees. It is comprised of General Sequential Reasoning - the ability to 
reason logically using established premises and principles and Induction -
the ability to observe a problem and understand the underlying rules or 
principles that will govern the outcome; being able to generalize from 
specific situations to others. As well as Quantitative Reasoning – the 
ability to reason inductively or deductively with numbers - Part 1

Cognitive Conceptualization also includes Executive Function 
such as the ability to initiate, organize, plan, working memory 
and shift one’s mindset. These abilities are also a required 
component of Cognitive Conceptualization. However, where 
fluid reasoning has more to do with specific types of problem 
solving, Executive Function has to do with coordinating 
various processes to problem solve, hold in working memory, 
where to start, and when to give up and try a different 
approach. – Part 2
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From Larry P. Task Force Report 
1989

Larry P. Task Force Report 1989 Cognitive 
Conceptualization Continued
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Ventura PSW says in 
COMPARES…
“Conceptualization

Conceptualization is the mental/psychological process 
of understanding or grasping the significance and 
meaning of increasingly complex information and ideas, 
including abstract thinking and reasoning. 
Conceptualization is also known as Fluid Reasoning (Gf) 
and Problem-Solving. See definition of “Fluid 
Reasoning” in the COMPARES Glossary.”

Cognitive Expression
 Cognitive Expression - Language is the ability to apply 

the breadth and depth of acquired knowledge, including 
language, culture, adaptive and academic skills. It can be 
viewed as a product of what an individual has had the 
opportunity to learn and how one can communicate it to 
others. Where expression has to do with communicating 
what one knows (e.g. talking, writing, nonverbal 
actions), association has to do with how efficiently that 
information is stored and is retrievable. Cognitive 
Expression also include areas of Executive Functioning 
as expressive communication requires sustained 
attention, Initiation, planning/organization and 
working memory in order to be effective.  
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Ventura PSW says in 
COMPARES…
Expression is the mental/psychological process of 
conveying the meaning of information to others via oral, 
written or gestural language. See “Language Processing” 
in the COMPARES Glossary 

Larry P. Task Force 1989 says…
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COMPARES

Ventura PSW Page 82
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In line with CCR 3030 Basic Psychological processing

Back to statistics…
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CHC as you pretty much know 
it…

g

Gc

Sub1 Sub2

Gf

Sub3 Sub4

Glr

Sub5 Sub6

Gwsm

Sub7 Sub8

Gv

Sub9 Sub10

Ga

Sub11 Sub12

Gs

Sub13 Sub14

What if I were to tell you that Horn 
of Cattell and Horn thought that 
“g” was just a statistical artifact…

Gc

Sub1 Sub2

Gf

Sub3 Sub4

Glr

Sub5 Sub6

Gwsm

Sub7 Sub8

Gv

Sub9 Sub10

Ga

Sub11 Sub12

Gs

Sub13 Sub14
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What if I were to tell you that 
Carrol didn’t really like the idea 
and the data supports this type of 
model instead

g

Sub1 Sub2 Sub3 Sub4 Sub5 Sub6 Sub7 Sub8 Sub9 Sub10 Sub11 Sub12 Sub13 Sub14

GsGaGvGwsmGlrGc Gf

Which is better “g” or no “g”
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Predictive Validity Weakening?
 Correlation of .7 dropping to .5

Why is this happening?

 Remember when I said it also has something to do 
with the intelligence tests?
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X

Planning

Planned 
Codes

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Matching 
Numbers

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Planned 
Connections

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Attention

Express 
Atten

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Recept
Atten

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Number 
Detect

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Simultaneous

Nonverbal 
Matrices

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Verbal-
Spatial 

Rel

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Figure 
Memory

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Successive

Word 
Series

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Sentence 
Rep

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Sentence 
?’s

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Speech 
Rate

Ex 
Fun

Gw
m

Gc

Gf

Gq

Ga

Gv

Gs

Ex Fun = Executive Function

Gwm ≈ Working Memory

Gc ≈ Verbal Content

Gf ≈ Nonverbal Content

Gq ≈ Working with Numbers

Ga ≈ Auditory Task

Gv ≈ Visual-Spatial Task

Gs ≈ Task involving speed

Crayons and Watercolors
CHC based tests are primary colored crayons: red, 
yellow, blue. Good for PSW, not so good for discrepancy.

CAS think of it as non-primary colored watercolors: 
purple, green, orange. Good for discrepancy, not so 
useful for PSW.

Problem is you still have to identify the processing 
deficit. so in that case which one is better?
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Ultimately according to CCR3030(b)(10)(B)

“The basic psychological processes include attention, 

visual processing, auditory processing, phonological 

processing, sensory-motor skills, cognitive abilities 

including association, conceptualization and expression.”

You tell me, which assessment tools will help you answer 
these processing questions?

Let’s go over some reports…
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CCR3030(b)(6)
(6) Intellectual disability means significantly 

subaverage general intellectual functioning, existing 

concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior and 

manifested during the developmental period that 

adversely affects a child's educational performance.

*Yeah…this is it. Where did you get your definition for 
these terms?

Definitions of ID
AAIDD’s definition: 

 “Intellectual disability is a disability characterized by 
significant limitations both in intellectual 
functioning (reasoning, learning, problem solving) 
and in adaptive behavior, which covers a range of 
everyday social and practical skills. This disability 
originates before the age of 22.”
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From the CDC

Intellectual disability can be caused by a problem that starts 
any time before a child turns 18 years old – even before birth. It 
can be caused by injury, disease, or a problem in the brain. For 
many children, the cause of their intellectual disability is not 
known. Some of the most common known causes of 
intellectual disability – like Down syndrome, fetal alcohol 
syndrome, fragile X syndrome, genetic conditions, birth 
defects, and infections – happen before birth. Others happen 
while a baby is being born or soon after birth. Still other causes 
of intellectual disability do not occur until a child is older; 
these might include serious head injury, stroke, or certain 
infections.

https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/childdevelopment/facts-about-
intellectual-disability.html

The definitions for all these 
terms come from…
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The definitions for all these terms come 
from…The DSM-5

 Intellectual Disability (Intellectual Developmental 

Disorder)

 Intellectual disability (intellectual developmental disorder) 

is a disorder with onset during the developmental period 

that includes both intellectual and adaptive functioning 

deficits in conceptual, social, and practical domains. The 

following three criteria must be met:

 A. Deficits in intellectual functions, such as reasoning, 

problem solving, planning, abstract thinking, judgment, 

academic learning, and learning from experience, 

confirmed by both clinical assessment and individualized, 

standardized intelligence testing.

DSM-5
 Intellectual Disability (Intellectual Developmental 

Disorder) Continued

 B. Deficits in adaptive functioning that result in failure to 

meet developmental and sociocultural standards for 

personal independence and social responsibility. Without 

ongoing support, the adaptive deficits limit functioning in 

one or more activities of daily life, such as 

communication, social participation, and independent 

living, across multiple environments, such as home, 

school, work, and community.

 C. Onset of intellectual and adaptive deficits during the 

developmental period.
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DSM-5
Note: The diagnostic term intellectual disability is the equivalent term 

for the ICD-11 diagnosis of intellectual developmental disorders.

Although the term intellectual disability is used throughout this manual, 

both terms are used in the title to clarify relationships with other 

classification systems. Moreover, a federal statute in the United States 

(Public Law 111-256, Rosa’s Law) replaces the term mental retardation

with intellectual disability, and research journals use the term intellectual 

disability. Thus, intellectual disability is the term in common use by 

medical, educational, and other professions and by the lay public and 

advocacy groups.

 Specify current severity (see Table 1):

 317 (F70) Mild

 318.0 (F71) Moderate

 318.1 (F72) Severe

 318.2 (F73) Profound

Definitions 3 Elements 

IDID

Age <18 yearsAge <18 years
Cognitive 

Impairment
Cognitive 

Impairment

Adaptive 
Behavior 
Deficits

Adaptive 
Behavior 
Deficits
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Cognitive Impairment 
Diagnostic Features:

 “Criterion A refers to intellectual functions that involve 

reasoning, problem solving, planning, abstract thinking, 

judgment, learning from instruction and experience, and 

practical understanding.”

 “Critical components include verbal comprehension, 

working memory, perceptual reasoning, quantitative 

reasoning, abstract thought, and cognitive efficacy.”

 James’ thought bubble…doesn’t this sound like…Gc, Gmsw, 

Gv & Ga, Gq, Gf, and level of confidence in one’s ability

Cognitive Impairment 
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “Intellectual functioning is typically measured with individually 

administered and psychometrically valid, comprehensive, 

culturally appropriate, psychometrically sound tests of 

intelligence. Individuals with intellectual disability have scores of 

approximately two standard deviations or more below the 

population mean, including a margin for measurement error 

(generally +5 points). On tests with a standard deviation of 15 

and a mean of 100, this involves a score of 65–75 (70 ± 5).”

 “Clinical training and judgment are required to interpret test 

results and assess intellectual performance.”
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Factors that may affect test 
scores include

 Practice effects

 The “Flynn effect’ (i.e., overly high scores due to 

out-of-date test norms). 

 The use of brief intelligence screening tests or 

group tests

 highly discrepant individual subtest scores may 

make an overall IQ score invalid. 

 Co-occurring disorders that affect 

communication, language, and/or motor or 

sensory function may affect test scores. 

What might be more helpful
 Individual cognitive profiles based are more 

useful for understanding intellectual abilities 

than a single IQ score i.e. PSW.

 IQ test scores are estimates of real work 

functioning but when looking at low cognitive 

scores they may be insufficient to predict 

reasoning in real-life situations and mastery of 

practical tasks .
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OAH and what can be used for 
African-American/Black 
students given Larry P
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Adaptive Behavior 

Deficits
Diagnostic Features:

 “Deficits in adaptive functioning (Criterion B) 
refer to how well a person meets community 
standards of personal independence and social 
responsibility, in comparison to others of similar 
age and sociocultural background.”

 “Adaptive functioning involves adaptive 
reasoning in three domains: conceptual, social, 
and practical.”

Adaptive Behavior 

Deficits
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “The conceptual (academic) domain involves 

competence in memory, language, reading, writing, 

math reasoning, acquisition of practical knowledge, 

problem solving, and judgment in novel situations, 

among others.”

 James’ thought bubble…doesn’t this sound like 

Glr, Gc, Grw, Gq, Gf…but  how can that be this is 

supposed to be applied behavior…hmmm if IQ 

test test performance on novelty…applied must 

be the application of cognitive ability allowing for 

repeated practice/exposure…
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Adaptive Behavior 

Deficits
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “The social domain involves awareness of 

others’ thoughts, feelings, and 

experiences; empathy; interpersonal 

communication skills; friendship abilities; 

and social judgment, among others.”

 James’ though bubble, this sounds like 

EQ…

Adaptive Behavior 

Deficits
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “The practical domain involves learning and 

self-management across life settings, 

including personal care, job responsibilities, 

money management, recreation, self-

management of behavior, and school and 

work task organization, among others.”

 James’ thought bubble…this looks a lot like 

the application of Executive Functioning in 

the real world…but requires Glr, Gc and Gf

to pull from
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Adaptive Behavior 

Deficits
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “Adaptive functioning is assessed using both 

clinical evaluation and individualized, 

culturally appropriate, psychometrically 

sound measures. Standardized measures 

are used with knowledgeable informants 

(e.g., parent or other family member; 

teacher; counselor; care provider) and the 

individual to the extent possible.”

Adaptive Behavior 

Deficits
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “Additional sources of information include 

educational, developmental, medical, and 

mental health evaluations.”

 “Scores from standardized measures 

and interview sources must be 

interpreted using clinical judgment.”
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Adaptive Behavior Deficits
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “Criterion B is met when at least one domain of 

adaptive functioning—conceptual, social, or 

practical—is sufficiently impaired that ongoing 

support is needed in order for the person to perform 

adequately in one or more life settings at school, at 

work, at home, or in the community.”

Adaptive Behavior 

Deficits
Diagnostic Features Continued:

 “the deficits in adaptive functioning must be directly 

related to the intellectual impairments described in 

Criterion A.”

 “Criterion C, onset during the developmental 

period, refers to recognition that intellectual and 

adaptive deficits are present during childhood or 

adolescence.”
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Wait a minute…
I DISTINCTINGLY MEMBER SOMEONE 
SAYING YOU HAD TO HAVE A LEAST TWO 
AREAS OF ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR?

Adaptive Behaviors Differences
DSV IV TR

Concurrent deficits or impairments in present 
adaptive functioning (i.e., the person's 
effectiveness in meeting the standards expected 
for his or her age by his or her cultural group) in at 
least two of the following areas: 
communication, self-care, home living, 
social/interpersonal skills, use of community 
resources, self-direction, functional academic 
skills, work, leisure, health, and safety.
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Adaptive Behavior Breakdown
DSV IV TR

…think of these areas as skill 
areas of a composite area =>:

 Communication, self-direction, 
functional academic skills, and 
work

 Self-care, home living, use of 
community resources, health, 
and safety.

 Social/interpersonal skills, 
leisure,.

DSM-5 (SSA Recommendation  

Aug 2010)

One of 3 composite areas

(ABAS II):

<=Conceptual

<=Practical

<=Social

Cautionary use of 

Developmental Delay

 May be appropriate diagnosis for younger 

children, but you may get students from out of 

state with it who are much older

 Gives the impression that the child will catch up

 If using this with young children, prepare the 

families for a possible future diagnosis of ID.

 When you have evidence that this is most likely 

going to be a lifelong disability, use ID rather 

than DD
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Not all tests of Overall 
Intelligence/Cognitive Ability 
are created equal
What should we use?

Should we use more than one overall test?

What should we report?

Not all tests of Adaptive 
Behavior are created equal
What should we use?

Should we use more than one?

What should we report?
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Adaptive Behavior Breakdown

ABAS-3 & DSM-5

Conceptual Domain

Communication, Self-

Direction, Functional 

Academic Skills, and 

Work. Involves 

competence in memory, 

language, reading, 

writing, math reasoning, 

acquisition of practical 

knowledge, problem 

solving, and judgment in 

novel situations, among 

others.

Vineland 3 equivalent

Communication Domain (be careful)

Receptive -Understanding Nonverbal 

Communication, Understanding Words, 

Identifying Things, Following Instructions, 

Entertaining and Informational Material

Expressive - Prelanguage, Beginning 

Vocabulary, Grammar, Identifying Self, 

Expressing Self

Written - Prereading, Developing Reading 

Skills, Developing Writing Skills, Applying 

Reading and Writing Skills

Adaptive Behavior Breakdown
ABAS-3 & DSM-5

Practical Domain

Self-Care, Home & School 

Living, Use of Community 

Resources, Health & Safety. 

Involves learning & self-

management across life 

settings, including personal 

care, job responsibilities, money 

management, recreation, self-

management of behavior, & 

school & work task organization, 

among others.

Vineland 3 equivalent

Daily Living Skills Domain

Personal -Eating & Drinking, 

Dressing  & Undressing, Using 

the Toilet, Washing & Bathing, 

Hygiene, Health

Domestic -Safety at Home, 

Cleaning/ Pickup After Self, 

Preparing Food, Household 

Chores

Community -Using money, Using 

Time, Days and Dates, Safety 

Outside the Home, Using 

phone/technology, Understanding 

rights, Achieving goals, Traveling, 

Earning Money
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Adaptive Behavior Breakdown

ABAS-3 & DSM-5

Social Domain

Social/Interpersonal 
skills, Leisure. Involves 
awareness of others’ 
thoughts, feelings,  & 
experiences; empathy; 
interpersonal 
communication skills; 
friendship abilities; and 
social judgment, among 
others.”

Vineland 3 equivalent

Socialization Domain

Interpersonal Relationships -

Beginning Social Behavior, Emotional 

Development, Friendships, 

Demonstrating Caring, Interpersonal 

Appropriateness, Conversational 

Skills

Play and Leisure -Learning to Play, 

Responding to Social Cues, Playing 

Games and Sports, Socializing with 

Peers

Coping Skills - Controlling Emotions, 

Being Considerate, Adaptive to the 

Situation, Managing Social Risk

Functional Adaptive
Behavioral Language

Language to help parents understand what mild, 
moderate deficits are like for these domains taken 
straight from the DSM-5

Language for severe and profound deficits for these 
domains can be found at the end of this handout.
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Mild-Conceptual Domain
“For preschool children, there may be no obvious 

conceptual differences. For school-age children and adults, 

there are difficulties in learning academic skills involving 

reading, writing, arithmetic, time, or money, with support 

needed in one or more areas to meet age-related 

expectations. In adults, abstract thinking, executive function 

(i.e., planning, strategizing, priority setting, and cognitive 

flexibility), and short-term memory, as well as functional use 

of academic skills (e.g., reading, money management), are 

impaired. There is a somewhat concrete approach to 
problems and solutions compared with age-mates.”

Mild-Social Domain
“Compared with typically developing age-mates, the 

individual is immature in social interactions. For example, 

there may be difficulty in accurately perceiving peers’ social 

cues. Communication, conversation, and language are 

more concrete or immature than expected for age. There 

may be difficulties regulating emotion and behavior in age-

appropriate fashion; these difficulties are noticed by peers 

in social situations. There is limited understanding of risk in 

social situations; social judgment is immature for age, and 

the person is at risk of being manipulated by others 

(gullibility).”
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Mild-Practical Domain

“The individual may function age-appropriately in personal 

care. Individuals need some support with complex daily living 

tasks in comparison to peers. In adulthood, supports typically 

involve grocery shopping, transportation, home and child-care 

organizing, nutritious food preparation, and banking and 

money management.”

Mild-Practical Domain

“Recreational skills resemble those of age-mates, although 

judgment related to well-being and organization around 

recreation requires support. In adulthood, competitive 

employment is often seen in jobs that do not emphasize 

conceptual skills. Individuals generally need support to make 

health care decisions and legal decisions, and to learn to 

perform a skilled vocation competently. Support is typically 

needed to raise a family.”
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Moderate-Conceptual Domain
“All through development, the individual’s conceptual skills 

lag markedly behind those of peers. For preschoolers, 

language and pre-academic skills develop slowly. For school-

age children, progress in reading, writing, mathematics, and 

understanding of time and money occurs slowly across the 

school years and is markedly limited compared with that of 

peers. For adults, academic skill development is typically at 

an elementary level, and support is required for all use of 

academic skills in work and personal life. Ongoing assistance 

on a daily basis is needed to complete conceptual tasks of 

day-to-day life, and others may take over these 

responsibilities fully for the individual.”

Moderate-Social Domain

“The individual shows marked differences from peers in social 

and communicative behavior across development. Spoken 

language is typically a primary tool for social communication 

but is much less complex than that of peers. Capacity for 

relationships is evident in ties to family and friends, and the 

individual may have successful friendships across life and 

sometimes romantic relations in adulthood. However, 

individuals may not perceive or interpret social cues 

accurately.”
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Moderate-Social Domain

“Social judgment and decision-making abilities are limited, and 

caretakers must assist the person with life 

decisions. Friendships with typically developing peers are 

often affected by communication or social limitations. 

Significant social and communicative support is needed in 

work settings for success.“

Moderate-Practical Domain

“The individual can care for personal needs involving eating, 

dressing, elimination, and hygiene as an adult, although an 

extended period of teaching and time is needed for the 

individual to become independent in these areas, and 

reminders may be needed. Similarly, participation in all 

household tasks can be achieved by adulthood, although an 

extended period of teaching is needed, and ongoing supports 

will typically occur for adult-level performance.”
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Moderate-Practical Domain

“Independent employment in jobs that require limited 

conceptual and communication skills can be achieved, but 

considerable support from co-workers, supervisors, and 

others is needed to manage social expectations, job 

complexities, and ancillary responsibilities such as scheduling, 

transportation, health benefits, and money management. A 

variety of recreational skills can be developed. These typically 

require additional supports and learning opportunities over an 

extended period of time. Maladaptive behavior is present in a 

significant minority and causes social problems.”

Let’s go over some reports…
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Additional Questions? 

You can contact me at:

Email me at: drhiramoto@gmail.com

Please put in subject line “RE: 2022 

Spring Institute

Or call me at 408-396-8778

Severe-Conceptual Domain

“Attainment of conceptual skills is limited. The individual 

generally has little understanding of written language or of 

concepts involving numbers, quantity, time, and money. 

Caretakers provide extensive supports for problem solving 

throughout life.”
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Severe-Social Domain

“Spoken language is quite limited in terms of vocabulary 

and grammar. Speech may be single words or phrases and 

may be supplemented through augmentative means. 

Speech and communication are focused on the here and 

now within everyday events. Language is used for social 

communication more than for explication. Individuals 

understand simple speech and gestural communication. 

Relationships with family members and familiar others are 

a source of pleasure and help. “

Severe-Practical Domain

“The individual requires support for all activities of daily living, 

including meals, dressing, bathing, and elimination. The 

individual requires supervision at all times. The individual 

cannot make responsible decisions regarding well-being of 

self or others. In adulthood, participation in tasks at home, 

recreation, and work requires ongoing support and 

assistance. Skill acquisition in all domains involves long-term 

teaching and ongoing support. Maladaptive behavior, 

including self-injury, is present in a significant minority.”
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Profound-Conceptual Domain

“Conceptual skills generally involve the physical world rather 

than symbolic processes. The individual may use objects in 

goal-directed fashion for self-care, work, and recreation. 

Certain visuospatial skills, such as matching and sorting 

based on physical characteristics, may be acquired. However, 

co-occurring motor and sensory impairments may prevent 

functional use of objects.”

Profound-Social Domain

The individual has very limited understanding of symbolic 

communication in speech or gesture. He or she may 

understand some simple instructions or gestures. The 

individual expresses his or her own desires and emotions 

largely through nonverbal, nonsymbolic communication. The 

individual enjoys relationships with well-known family 

members, caretakers, and familiar others, and initiates and 

responds to social interactions through gestural and emotional 

cues. Co-occurring sensory and physical impairments may 

prevent many social activities. 
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Profound-Practical Domain
“The individual is dependent on others for all aspects of daily 

physical care, health, and safety, although he or she may be 

able to participate in some of these activities as well. 

Individuals without severe physical impairments may assist 

with some daily work tasks at home, like carrying dishes to the 

table. Simple actions with objects may be the basis of 

participation in some vocational activities with high levels of 

ongoing support.”

Profound-Practical Domain

“Recreational activities may involve, for example, enjoyment in 

listening to music, watching movies, going out for walks, or 

participating in water activities, all with the support of others. 

Co-occurring physical and sensory impairments are frequent 

barriers to participation (beyond watching) in home, 

recreational, and vocational activities.”
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